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A hybrid cellular-kinematic automaton is exhibited which can inspect itself and so 
obtain a complete description of its own structure; the description can be contained 
in a proper part of the automaton and made available to the automaton for its own 
perusal and use in self-simulation, self-reproduction, and self-repair and regulation. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
I t  is often claimed that no system can comprehend itself completely (since for 
example, its organ of comprehension is a part of itself, and the part cannot comprehend 
the whole), or examine itself completely (since for example, the organ which examines 
cannot examine itself). Burks [1], however, has conjectured that it is possible for an 
automaton to sense its own complete logical structure and construct and store within 
a proper part of itself a description of this complete structure in a form that can be 
made available by the machine for its own perusal. The principal result of the present 
paper is a confirmation of Burks' conjecture. 
We first define the class of automata in which the desired results will be exhibited, 
and show that machines of this system possess certain useful computational, con- 
structional, and observational and inferential properties. These properties include 
universal computation, self-description, construction, universal construction, self- 
reproduction, and the ability to examine another machine and identify its primitives. 
Employing these properties we can then obtain our result that automata re capable 
of complete self-inspection and description. 
Finally, we briefly discuss some of the implications of the result and outline an 
application of the result to the problem of the design of machines which can diagnose 
and repair themselves. 
* This research was supported inpart by the National Science Foundation Grant No. DCR71- 
01997. 
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2. A KINEMATIC ~]'ACHINE SYSTEM 
The machines for which our results are shown are basically kinematic machines 
(with however some cellular automaton properties) which compute and construct 
by means of a repertoire of simple mechanical actions: viz sliding local shifts of 
contact, local changes of state, and local detections of such state changes. 
A machine will consist of basic simple finite state automaton primitives, organized 
into strings. The primitives (and consequently the strings) possess a forward and 
backward direction. The specific machines used in this paper consist of at most two 
separate strings of interacting primitives. At any one time at most one of the two 
possible strings will possess an active primitive. That the active and passive roles of 
strings may be exchanged is an important feature of this machine system. (A Turing 
machine in this system would appear as a two string machine, one string of which 
always remains passive; see Fig. 1.) In operation, the two strings are always in sliding 
contact at a single point. One characteristic action is for the activated primitive of the 
active string to act upon the contacted passive primitive so as to change its state, and 
then (automatically) relinquish activation and contact to its own next immediate 
neighbor primitive in the forward direction of the active string. 
We now describe the basic primitives of our system. 
Three primitives N (Null), 0 (Zero), 1 (One) will principally be employed in the 
passive recording of information. (In an ordinary Turing machine, these primitives 
Fie.. 1. A Turing machine in kinematic machine format. 
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would play the part of the tape symbol alphabet.) I f  in the present system an N, 0, or 1 
should be part of an active string and undergo activation, it will merely pass activation 
and contact o its next forward direction neighbor, thus behaving as a "no operation" 
primitive. 
'['he three primitives PN (Print Null), P0 (Print zero) and P1 (Print one) will prin- 
cipally be employed in acting upon N, 0, and 1 primitives, to change their states. A PN 
will act upon an N, 0, or 1 to make it an N; a P0 will act upon an N, 0, or 1 to make 
it a 0; and a P1 will act upon an N, 0, or 1 to make it a 1. After completion of this 
action, a PN, P0 or P1 will automatically relinquish activation and contact o its next 
neighbor primitive in the forward direction in its string. 
The two primitives F (Forward) and B (Backward) cause the active string to slide 
to the next primitive of the passive string in the forward or backward direction, 
respectively. I f application of an F or B primitive would result in a physical disengage- 
ment by "running off the end" of the passive string, an N primitive is assumed to be 
automatically attached to the end of the passive string. This is analogous to the auto- 
matic addition of squares to a Turing machine tape. The F and B primitives thus play 
the part of the "move right" and "move left" operations of an ordinary Turing 
machine. After completion of the move action, an F or B primitive automatically 
relinquishes activation to its next neighbor primitive in the forward direction in the 
active string. 
The primitive H (ttalt), if activated, terminates all activity. 
There are three conditional transfer primitives TN, TO, T1 (where contact with 
an N, 0, or 1, respectively, is the condition to be satisfied) and one unconditional 
transfer primitive T. In a machine, each of the transfer primitives will immediately 
be followed by a fixed finite number of PP (Print plus) or PM (Print minus) primitives, 
the number of I'P or PM primitives being used to specify the location of the primitive 
in the active string to which activation is to be shifted. In operation, if the transfer 
primitive is activated and is an unconditional T, or if in the case of a TN, TO, T1 the 
condition is satisfied, then the transfer primitive specially activates the initial primitive 
of its associated PP or PM string of pIimitives. The string of PP or PM primitives then 
superimposes (in the forward direction) upon successive primitives of the passive 
string a fixed finite number of special plus or minus marks. These marks in no essential 
way alter the basic passive primitive types upon which they are temporarily super- 
imposed. They do cause ordinary (non-PP or PM) activated primitives which come in 
contact with them to behave in a special fashion. An active primitive in contact with a 
special marked passive primitive will suspend its usual actions and instead will remove 
one of the special superimposed marks from the passive string, move backward in the 
passive string to the next special marked passive primitive, and relinquish activation 
and contact to its own next neighbor (in the forward direction if the special mark 
was plus, and in the backward irection if the mark was minus). Thus, detecting 
the special plus or minus marks, removing then one by one while shifting activation 
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in a forward or backward irection through the ordinary primitives of the active string, 
the usual active string action is suspended until all the superimposed marks have been 
removed from the passive string. At that time, the first active primitive ready to 
resume normal computational ction will be a number of ordinary primitives distant 
from the site of the original transfer primitive (a number equal to the number of PM 
or PP primitives associated with the transfer primitive) and the newly activated 
primitive will be in contact with the passive primitive which was the occasion for the 
transfer in the first place. Thus, any transfer primitive need only have an appropriate 
length string of PM or PP primitives associated with it, to be able to shift activation to 
any desired ordinary primitive in the forward or backward direction on the active 
string. 
We can if we wish also restrict he number of PP or PM primitives associated with 
any one transfer primitive to some fixed finite number, and use a series of bounded 
transfer actions to achieve arbitrarily long shifts of activation (of. Chaitin [2, p. 560]). 
In implementing our technique of transfer it should be noted that PM or PP primi- 
tives which are not specially activated by a transfer primitive take no part in ordinary 
computational ction or in transfer counting: activation and contact is merely passed 
through them (in the forward or backward direction) to the next ordinary primitive 
(This and other transfer implementation techniques for kinematic machines are 
discussed in [4, 5].) 
TABLE I 
C Conversions 
C(N) ~ 0 
C(0) -*  1 
C(1) --* PN 
C(PN) ---* P0 
C(P0) ---* P1 
C(P1) ---* F 
C(F) -* B 
C(B) ~ H 
C(H) ~ TO 
C(T0) ~ T1 
C(TI) --~ TN 
C(TN)  ~ T 
C(T) -~ PP  
C(PP) ~ PM 
C(PM)  ~ A 
C(A) ~ C 
C(C) -~ N 
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The A (Activation) primitive when activated will produce an activation of the 
passive primitive contacted and an immediately subsequent loss of activation in the 
active string. The effect of this primitive is to produce an exchange of the active and 
passive roles of the strings. 
The C (Conversion) primitive is such that if active it will systematically convert any 
passive primitive (including a passive C primitive) with which it is in contact into 
another primitive type. The C conversions are set forth in Table I. Notice that the 
conversion sequence forms a closed loop: some specific number of C actions will 
convert any primitive type to any other primitive type, including itself. The function 
of the C primitive is to enable us to obtain any of our primitive types, beginning with 
a freely available N primitive, and to provide a means by which the type of an arbitrary 
unknown primitive can be ascertained. 
3. SOME BASIC KINEMATIC MACHINES 
In this section we describe some basic kinematic machines and establish some 
preliminary results; in Section 4 we will combine these machines and results to show 
that there is a machine possessing the sought after "introspective" property. 
Universal Computer. A kinematic machine of two strings (a "program" string 
composed of F, B, PN, P0, PI, TN, TO, TI ,  PP, PM, and H primitives, and a "tape" 
string composed of N, 0, I primitives) is capable of carrying out any Turing machine 
computation. This follows from the fact that such kinematic machines can carry out 
any of the computations of a Wang [10] "program Turing machine," a class which 
Wang showed capable of carrying out any Turing computation. 
Fixed Sequence Emitter. A fixed sequence mitter is an active string consisting 
entirely of P0, P1 and F primitives, each P0 or P1 followed by an F. When activated, 
such a string of primitives "prints out" a sequence of zero and one primitives in a 
passive string. Clearly for any fixed finite sequence of zeroes and ones, there is a 
unique fixed, finite emitter which can be designed to create the desired sequence. 
For example, since our kinematic machines are composed of a fixed finite number 
of primitive types, we can assign a unique fixed finite length code word of zeroes and 
ones for each primitive type. The description of a kinematic machine will be the 
descriptions of the primitives of each of its strings in order (beginning at the top of the 
originally activated string and proceeding in the forward direction) and (if necessary) 
employing a special code word marking the end of the first string and the beginning 
of the second. For any machine, a fixed sequence mitter can be designed which will 
print out the description of the machine. 
Emitter Inferrer. An emitter inferrer is an active string which can examine a 
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passive zero--one description and infer the composition of the fixed sequence mitter 
which produced it. The inferrer works as follows. It reads the first primitive of the 
passive description string (by means of T0, T1 primitives). If the first primitive is a 
zero, the inferrer "knows" that it had to have been produced by a P0 primitive present 
as the first primitive of the emitter (similarly, if the first description primitive was a 
one, it must have been produced by a PI, as the first primitive of the emitter). I f  the 
description continues (there is a second zero or one) it must have been a consequence, 
first, of the application of an F primitive, followed by a P0 or PI according as the 
second description primitive was a zero or a one. Proceeding in this fashion, the inferrer 
can deduce the complete sequence of emitter primitives. 
Transfer Inferrer. This substring takes as input a string which is a description 
of any program, and appends to the end of the string a description of an unconditional 
transfer primitive, then, by examining the description of the whole program determines 
the number of PM shift mark primitives necessa~ to transfer control to the primitive 
at the top of the program, and produces a description of this number of shift mark 
primitives. 
Fixed Emitter-Constructor (or Special Purpose Constructor). Beginning with 
"null" primitives recruited from the environment, or assuming a passive string of all 
null primitives, a (unique) active program string (consisting of proper sized blocks 
of C primitives separated by F primitives) can be designed to construct any fixed 
finite string. 
AnaO,zer. There exists an (active) string which when presented with any 
(passive) string can analyze and identify the passive string primitives one by one and 
produce a description of the passive string. An analyzer will consist of a series of C 
# 
FJc;. 2. Active Analyzer Examining aPassive String. The analyzer is subjecting the contacted 
passive primitive (now labeled F) to a series of C conversions and tests for N. If the test is satisfied 
the PM sequences are activated, thus implementing a transfer to a region of the active string 
where the information as to the identity of the passive primitive is acted upon. 
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primitives, each C followed by a TN primitive. For each primitive type there is a 
unique number of C stimulations which, followed by a TN "test and transfer" 
primitive, will enable a machine to ascertain the type of any primitive, and then to 
transfer to a location where this information can be acted upon (see Fig. 2). 
Analyze and Restorer. The analyzer can be augmented with distinct construction 
routines such that after a primitive type has been determined (by reduction to N) an 
appropriate reconstruction routine (of active C primitive applications) can restore 
the primitive to its original form. 
Fixed Emitter-Constructor Inferrer. As with the emitter of a description, whose 
structure can be inferred from the description produced, so can the unique emitter- 
constructor of any string be inferred from the string produced. This is done as follows. 
An analyzer determines the primitive type, and then transfers to an inference routine. 
For each primitive type, a unique number of C stimulations were required to convert 
an initial N to the discovered type. A description of the required number of C primi- 
tives can be set down, followed by the description of an F primitive, necessary in the 
original construction routine to move on to the next N to be converted. We then 
transfer back to the analyzer to determine the next primitive, etc. 
Transfer Constructor. This substring will take as input a string which is any 
program and will append to the bottom of it, a transfer to the top. It does this by 
first constructing a transfer primitive at the end of the string, then analyzing the 
string over its whole length to ascertain the number of shift mark primitives required 
to transfer control to the primitive at the top of the program (which number of such 
shift mark primitives it then constructs). 
SubstringLocator. We shall frequently wish to have our active string move along 
the passive string and locate a particular egion or substring of the passive string. 
The regions of interest in the passive string can be prefaced by a unique zero-one 
sequence label, and we can have the active string identify a sought-for label by carrying 
out a scanning and decoding routine. For example, starting at the top end of the 
passive string, the active locator routine will search for the first symbol of the desired 
label; if it is found, the locator examines the next primitive to see if it is also correct. 
I f  it is, the decoding continues. I f  it is not, the locator returns to its initial state and 
moves on to the next label code block and begins again the decoding process. 
Self-Describer. Self-description of a kinematic machine will take place if, 
beginning with an active string (either alone or together with an all null passive 
string), the active string finally halts having created a passive string containing a 
complete correct description of itself in the agreed upon zero-one code. This can be 
accomplished [5-7] as follows. 
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The self-describing machine will be an active program string composed of four 
substrings. At the top of the active string will be an emitter inferrer, followed by a 
transfer inferrer, then by an emitter of the description of the first two parts of the 
active string, followed by an (unconditional) transfer primitive (and associated PM 
string) which will implement a transfer to the top of the program (the first primitive 
of the emitter inferrer). 
We begin by activating the third substring, the emitter. At the conclusion of its 
operation, the passive string will contain a description of the first two substrings (the 
emitter inferrer and the transfer inferrer) of the active string. Activation is then (by 
means of the fourth substring) shifted to the emitter inferrer. The inferrer will examine 
the passive string and infer the description of the emitter which produced it, and print 
out the description of the emitter. The transfer inferrer now takes over and infers 
and describes the unconditional transfer and the requisite number of PM primitives 
necessary to shift activation to the top of the program. This completes the self- 
description. 
Uni~,ersal Constructor. There is an active constructor string, such that if it is 
given the description of any (passive) string, it will construct such a string. Such a 
universal constructor will work as follows. It will read the first code block and deter- 
mine the primitive type to be constructed. It will then transfer to the subroutine for 
the production of such a primitive, viz., the number of contiguous C primitives whose 
application will produce the desired primitive. Activation will then be transferred 
back to the description reading routine, where the description of the next desired 
primitive is decoded, etc. At the conclusion of construction, the newly produced 
machine can be activated by means of an A primitive. 
Self-Reproducer. Since (by the Lee [6], Thatcher [7] results) a kinematic 
machine can produce its own complete description, and since given any description of 
a machine a kinematic machine exists which can construct he machine, a machine 
consisting of a self-describer and a universal constructor can reproduce itself [8]. 
Special Purpose Fixed Destroyer. For any particular known (passive) string, 
there is an (active) string consisting of C primitives and F primitives only, which can 
reduce each primitive of the string to an N. 
General Destroyer. Any (initially unknown passive) string can be completely 
reduced to N primitives, either by analyzing the primitives in turn to determine their 
type and then applying the requisite number of active C primitives, or by applying C 
primitives one-by-one and testing for the arrival of the N status. 
We are now prepared to show that there is a kinematic machine which can analyze 
itself so as to obtain a complete description of its own structure, which will then be 
available to the machine itself for its own perusal, and which is contained in a proper 
part of itself. 
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4. PRINCIPAL RESULT 
Given the repertoire of machine capabilities we have developed in the last section 
there are numerous alternative strategies by which our principal result can be obtained. 
We content ourselves with the following. 
The machine proper will begin by consisting of a single string (it will later tem- 
porarily consist of two strings). This single string will consist of the following machine 
substrings (listed in the order of their employment). 
(A) A special purpose mitter-constructor which can construct anew temporary 
separate string, a string consisting of (1) an analyzer and (2) a constructor which will 
take as input a description of any string and will produce an emitter of the description 
of the string and (3) a transfer constructor. 
(B) A general or a special purpose destroyer which can convert the separate 
string constructed by (A) back to null primitives. 
(C) A two-part inference routine which applied to a description first infers the 
string which emitted the description and second, by means of a transfer inferrer, 
appends at the end of the description a description of a transfer to the top of the 
program. 
We may also optionally include: 
(D) A general processor substring capable of carrying out some useful compu- 
tation. This substring takes no active part in the self-analyzing and describing proces- 
ses. 
The creation of a complete self-description proceeds as follows. 
The machine begins by constructing the new second string (consisting of analyzer, 
constructor of emitter and transfer constructor). At the conclusion of this construction, 
the original machine, by means of an A primitive, relinquishes activation to the new 
string. The new string now proceeds to analyze the original machine and to construct, 
at the end of the original machine, an emitter of the description of the original machine. 
At the end of this description, the transfer constructor present in the new string 
constructs a transfer to the inference routine at the top of the original string. 
When the new string has completed this task, it employs an A primitive to relinquish 
activation back to the original machine. The original machine now employs its destruc- 
tion subprogram to destroy the second string. 
The existing machine now has a complete description (residing in the appended 
emitter) of what it was initially. Also note we have in effect recreated the organization 
of the Lee-Thatcher self-describing Turing machine. That is, the emitter can be 
activated to provide the description of all of the present machine save the emitter 
and the final transfer (that is, the complete description of the original machine). In 
addition (employing the inference routine with its transfer inferrer), the present 
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machine can provide itself with a description of the appended emitter, and final 
transfer, thus making available to the present machine its present complete description. 
Thus we have displayed a machine which has discovered its own structure com- 
pletely, contains this description in a proper part ot its present self, and can make this 
description available to itself for its own perusal and calculation, confirming the 
Burks conjecture. 
J. yon Neumann [9, p. 122] argues that if "one considers the existing studies con- 
cerning the relationship of automata nd logics, it appears very likely that any proce- 
dure for the direct copying of a given automaton.., without the (prior) possession of a 
description.., will fail." Note however that if the second string of our system 
is equipped with a general purpose constructor, as each primitive of the original 
machine is discovered a copy of it can be constructed and self-reproduction imple- 
mented. Thus, contrary to von Neumann's urmise a prior description is not essential 
to the nondegenerative machine self-reproductive process. 
5. AN IMeROVEr) RESULT 
Although we have satisfied the conditions of the Burks conjecture, the description 
of the machine, though a proper part of the new total machine, nevertheless constitutes 
a large part of the machine: it is several times the size of the nondescription part of the 
machine. We therefore now describe a kinematic system in which a machine obtains a 
description of itself, and in which the description need be no larger than the non- 
description part of the machine. 
We begin with an initial string which first produces and then activates a separate 
analyzer string equipped with a locator subroutine. The new analyzer string is to be 
used to discover the primitives of its "parent" the original string, one by one, and to 
disclose them to the original string. It does this by the following process. After 
analyzing and ascertaining the type of a primitive of the first string, the second string 
transfers to its locator routine and moves along the first string to a region which, if 
activated, will construct a copy of the newly identified primitive type at the end of the 
second string. Activation is then transferred back to the second string, and the second 
primitive of the first string is read. Continuing thus, a complete copy of the original 
string can be constructed and appended to the second string. At the conclusion of the 
creation of the second copy of the original string, the first string can destroy the 
analyzer and locator portion of the second string, leaving only the copy of itself. Thus 
we now have two copies of the original string, one active, and one passively available 
to be read (by an analyzer contained in the original string). 
I f  the original string requires a description of itself as it was when the self-description 
process began, it can analyze the passive string to discover this. I f  it wishes a descrip- 
tion of itself as it now is (consisting of two copies of itself) it can obtain this by exam- 
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ining its passive copy twice, (since it now exists in the form of two identical strings) or, 
active and passive roles can be exchanged between the two copies, so that each can 
examine the other in turn. 
The "description" we have now produced is precisely the length of the non- 
description part of the machine. Can it be reduced further ? Clearly if large sections 
of the original machine possess a very regular structure, it may be possible to describe 
these sections using fewer primitives than the corresponding part of the original 
machine. Two questions remain, however. (1) Can the machine itself examine a copy 
of itself, detect regularities, and produce a more compact description ? (2) If  the 
description can be so reduced, can not the machine itself be correspondingly reduced; 
that is, is there a minimal machine, and can its description be any smaller than itself ? 
It  will be seen that at this point our considerations begin to join with those of 
Chaitin [3]. "Small" or smallest machines needs must possess a "random" structure, 
since there can be nothing redundant (patterned, regular, expected)about such 
machines (else they could be made even more compact). Since most machines of a 
given length are random, for most machines their minimum description is a duplicate 
copy of themselves, a copy obtainable by our strategy. 
6. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The techniques we described in the last section provide a means by which a machine 
can acquire a complete description of its present self. The Lee-Thatcher technique 
provides a means by which a machine can acquire a complete "master" original 
description of itself. Since a single machine can thus produce for its use a copy of 
both its present and original self and compare them, the basis for a self-monitoring 
and self-diagnosing and consequent self-repairing or replacing system is provided. 
We outline the organization and behavior of such a self-diagnosing machine system. 
We begin with an initial string consisting of 
(I) an emitter-constructor of an analyzer, 
(2) a destroyer (of an analyzer), 
(3) an analyzer, 
(4) an inference routine, 
(5) (optionally) a general processor, 
(6) an emitter of a description of (1), (2), (3), (4), and (if present), (5). 
The machine begins by activating the emitter-constructor and producing an 
analyzer capable of examining the original string. This analyzer is activated and 
examines the original and prints out its description on a separate tape. Thus the tape 
will contain a description of substrings (1), (2), (3), (4), (possibly) (5), and (6); that is, 
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the present composition of the original string. Activation is now relinquished to the 
destroyer outine of the original string. This routine destroys the second string 
(analyzer). The emitter is now activated and produces on the external tape a description 
of the nonemitter part of the original string. Activation is then shifted to the inference 
routine, which examines the emitter output, infers the structure of the emitter, and 
prints out its description. The external tape will now contain a description of the 
machine as presently constituted, and a description of the machine obtained by means 
of the emitter, and these two descriptions can be compared and any discrepancies 
noted and acted upon. 
Of course this self-diagnosis scheme may fail if corruptions of constituents occur 
in the diagnostic system itself. If however the sum of parts (l), (2), (3), (4), and (6) is 
small and infrequently employed relative to (5), the scheme might still have con- 
siderable utility. 
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